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Roadmap

• The Setting

• Credit and leverage

• State-owned enterprises

• China’s reforms

• Structural transformation and managing the 
growth slowdown
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The Setting
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Growth is slowing…
(In percent)
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…as overcapacity sectors adjust

(In percent, 3mma, year-on-year growth)
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Consumption is growing, while investment has 

moderated more recently
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Move toward a two-speed economy…
(In percent, year-on-year)
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… and wide-regional disparity
(In percent, year-on-year)
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Partial rebalancing

 Definition of Rebalancing
• External rebalancing: domestic vs. external demand (yes)

• Internal rebalancing
 Demand side : Consumption vs. Investment (some)
 Supply side: Industry vs. Services (yes)
 Credit side:  Credit Intensity, asset allocation (no)

• Environmental rebalancing: carbon emission intensity, energy intensity, 
PM2.5  (some)

• Income distribution rebalancing: labor income ratio, Gini (some)

 Goal of Rebalancing : A greener, more inclusive, more consumer 
and service based, and less credit-driven economy 
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Capital outflow intensified, but reserves remain 

adequate
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Capital outflows largely driven by other 

investment and outward FDI
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Exchange rate broadly stable , while external sector 

long-term trend changing…
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Credit and leverage
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Stock of credit outstanding relative to GDP has 

grown by one third over the past five years



China’s high credit growth and risks
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GDP growth change 2/

Followed by banking crisis

Credit Booms Tend to End Badly
(In percentage points)

Source: IMF staff estimates.
1/ Based on adjusted TSF as of end-2015. 
2/ Average growth differential between 5-year post-boom and 5-year pre-boom periods. No 

growth change as China's boom has not ended. 
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Credit growth in China is concentrated in the 

corporate sector
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Sources: European Chamber of Commerce, Goldman Sachs, and staff estimates.

1/ Coal capacity exceed 100 percent because coal mines produced over legal 

designed capacity level in earlier years.



Credit growth and weakling corporate 
fundamentals
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Fiscal deficit: modest on budget, large off budget 
(Fiscal balance, in percent of GDP)
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State-owned enterprise reform
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Resource misallocation: SOEs get more resources but 

are less profitable and efficient
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Implicit SOE support

1. Land endowment and 
rental income

2. Monopolies / 
Oligopolies on natural 
resources

3. Preferential access to 
credit

4. Implicit support and 
pricing subsidy



Key elements of SOE reform plan
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Key elements of the SOE reform plan
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China’s Reforms
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Key Policies under the 13th Five-Year Plan and 

2016 Government Work Plan
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Opening-up
Narrowing the Income 

Gap and Improving 
Living Standards

Expand Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship Green Development

Quality 
Growth



Government policies aimed at fostering greener, 

more inclusive and sustainable growth
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Key Areas Measures

Focusing on 
sustainable growth

-2016 growth target set at a range (6.5-7.0 percent)
- Quality growth with green development

Addressing rising 
vulnerabilities

- Resolving overcapacity coal and steel sectors
- Exiting of nonviable SOEs
- Unwinding excess real estate inventory

Improving living 
standards

- Reducing poverty and expanding public services
- Abolishing “one-child policy”
- Implementing VAT reforms

Strengthening
communication

-Holding of press conferences to explain policy measures and 
challenges by all key ministries/agencies



Finding the right balance in managing growth 

slowdown while advancing reforms 
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Challenges

Ambitious growth 
targets

- Growth target in 2016 higher than staff 
recommendation; to ambitious medium-term 
targets  could lead to unsustainable stimulus
-Need to calibrate macro policies to allow for a 
moderate slowdown

Vulnerabilities from 
corporate leverage

- Credit level too high and rising rapidly
-Address corporate debt problem
-Need for a bold debt restructuring plan
-Enforcement of hard budget constraint

Mixed reform 
progress

- SOE reform lagging other sectors (e.g. financial)
-SOE ownership and objectives need to be clearly 
defined
-SOE arms length relationship
-Creation of level playing field
-Foster fiscal, hukou, and pricing reforms 

Transparency and 
clear communication

-Need to communicate consistent macro and 
structural policies



THANK YOU
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